What is CO-FLEX?

Covid-Flex, or Co-Flex courses, require students enrolled in that course to meet in-person for one course day a week. Students will attend the course virtually on the other class day(s) that week. These courses will meet in-person with one group of students each class day.

T/TH CLASSES
1/2 CAPACITY

• Classes are divided up in sections based on when you registered and where space is available.

• Most classes are expected to be recorded and accessible to students through blackboard collaborate.

• The faculty may modify class schedules to make it easier for students during the first week of classes and would be published in the class syllabus.

GROUPS

OR If the section is less than in person COVID capacity.

GROUP A
Will meet the first day of class face-to-face then attend virtually or online the other class days.

FOR ALL COFLEX/HYBRID COURSES

GROUP B
Will meet the second day of class face-to-face and attend virtual the other class days.